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Abstract
In this paper we present an algorithm for joint
extrinsic calibration of a moving sensor device
consisting of a low cost industrial 2D laser range
finder and a single high quality consumer DV
video camera mounted on a camera crane. The
calibration is based on the minimization of the
Euclidean projection error of scene points in many
frames captured at different viewpoints. The calibration procedure is designed to support any
arbitrary motion trajectory of the acquisition device. In this work the capture geometry for concentric mosaics, a well known image-based rendering technique, is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The projection
error after calibration is less than one pixel on
average.

1

Introduction

Industrial laser measurement systems like those
from the SICK-LMS family [7] have manifold
applications in computer vision and geometric
modeling and have become very popular amongst
researchers in many fields recently. Three main
fields of research combine range data from such
devices and intensity information from video
cameras and therefore require intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of both.
For mobile robot navigation tasks cheap depth
sensors provide reliable information in real time
for motion planning and obstacle avoidance. Laser
scanners used in these applications provide approximately one depth sample per degree and 5cm
of range resolution while scanning one line at a
time. Additionally, visual sensors are often used to
gain further information about the environment
using computer vision techniques [10]. Due to the
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Figure 1: Device for joint image and depth data
acquisition. A camera crane with gear moves the
Sony DX2000 consumer camera and the SICK
LMS290 laser range finder.
kind of task these systems have to solve, depth
values are sampled sparsely and visual sensors
often only provide low quality images.
Beside mobile robot vision which generally focuses on task specific real time geometric modeling, a second class of applications for laser range
finders in computer graphics and vision is pure
geometric modeling with texture mapping for
visualization purposes (e.g. [2], [8], [20]). Expensive laser measurement systems used in these
applications like the Riegl LMS Z360 [9] or Cyrax
2500 [19] usually provide dense range maps while
simultaneously providing high quality texture data.
The spatial resolution of these laser scanners can
be as fine as 0.01 degree and 1mm in depth.
Along with quality assurance in industrial applications there is another class of applications for laser
range finders. In image-based rendering a high
quality reconstruction of the plenoptic function
[13] is required. In this scenario geometric scene
models are used for rendering and compression
purposes and have proved to give a significant
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gain (e.g. [14],[17]). However, though multiple
viewpoint imaging is the backbone of image-based
scene representations, depth information and
image data registration is mostly performed at
sparsely spaced viewpoints leading to high quality
but at most view dependent textured geometric
models.
In this work a densely sampled plenoptic function
along with dense geometry information for rendering and compression purposes is considered. Here,
the registration of many high quality images along
with sparse 2D laser range data both captured from
different viewpoints is discussed. While intrinsic
calibration of visual and range sensor devices is
well understood [15], work on fusion of range and
intensity data is still ongoing and requires accurate
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of the used
sensors. Making use of standard sensors and
equipment we propose a joint calibration algorithm and evaluate its properties for image-based
rendering purposes using concentric mosaics.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives some notes on related work.
In Chapter 3 we briefly describe the system setup
and the resulting capture geometry. In Section 4
the notations we use are given. Chapter 5 and 6
discuss the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration
procedure followed by a presentation of the results
in Chapter 7. Some notes on the learned lessons
are given in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 concludes the
paper and gives notes on further work.

3 System setup and capture geometry
A low cost acquisition device assembled of a
SICK LMS290 2D laser range finder and a consumer DV camera SONY VX2000 is mounted on
a camera crane as shown in Figure 1. A gear provides constant velocity for a circular acquisition
path with a radius of about 1.5 meters. The rotation speed of the crane is 1/12 rotation per minute.
Both sensors are outward-looking. The scanner is
mounted nearer to the center of rotation and therefore its scan line is slightly slanted in order not to
let the camera block the laser beam. The video
camera provides 4 high quality DV images
(720x576) per second with a field of view of
approximately 40 degrees. The scanner provides
50 range samples per scan along one scanline and
approximately performs 80 scans per second
covering 50 degrees of vertical field of view.
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2 Related work
Significant work has been done on multiple viewpoint reconstruction and extrinsic calibration of
single or multi camera systems (see e.g. [15],
[16]). Registering multiple range images has also
been studied extensively (e.g. [18]). Some work
has been done on the joint calibration of heterogeneous systems assembled of a 2D laser scanner
and a video camera [5], [11], [12]. In [4] joint
extrinsic calibration of a depth sensor and a video
camera is addressed. While we have the same goal,
our approach differs in one main aspect. In [4] the
acquired geometry is only visible in a very small
portion of only one of the captured images. In
comparison, our algorithm takes multiple viewpoint geometry into account.

Figure 2: Capture geometry for joint acquisition of
intensity and range data (seen from a position
above and behind the center of rotation). Example
viewing frustums of the video camera on the
moving trajectory along with some 2D scan lines
of the laser scanner are shown. The dotted lines
denote corresponding projections of one scene
point.
Figure 2 shows the capture geometry. A scene
point X has multiple correspondences in the images taken along the camera path and shows up
exactly once in the range data captured along the
scanner path. Camera and scan views are described by their projection matrices PCi and PSj, where
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the index i and j refer to a captured image and
depth scan at specific time instances ti and tj ,
respectively.

with PSj as the inverse projection matrix for scan j
at capture time tj:
R (t )
PSj = M D − ( t j ) =  D T j
 03

4 Notations

f is a nonlinear mapping from s to scanner coordinates:

The acquisition device consisting of the two sensors is assumed to move along a trajectory described by a position TD(t) and rotation RD(t) w.r.t.
world coordinates.
Our video camera is described by the common
pinhole model. A world point X =[X, Y, Z, 1]T is
projected to image coordinates p =[u, v]T as follows [21]:

X Scanner

Here PCi is the projection matrix for view i captured at time ti:

5 Intrinsic calibration
As intrinsic calibration of the sensors can be separated from the extrinsic calibration procedure, the
intrinsic calibration matrix K of the camera is
determined using the calibration tool available at
[15]. We assume that the images have been
warped to eliminate radial and tangent distortions
of real lenses. The scanner’s internal parameter µ
is calibrated using a 3D calibration pattern.

PCi = K [ I 3x3 |03 ] M CD M D ( ti )

where K denotes the intrinsic calibration matrix.
MCD is the time invariant relative extrinsic calibration matrix and is given as:
− RCDT TCD 

1


6 Extrinsic calibration

where RCD and TCD represent the rotation and
translation of the camera relative to the moving
acquisition device. MD(ti) denotes the time variant
and global part of the extrinsic calibration matrix
at capture time ti :
 R ( t )T
M D ( ti ) =  D T i
 03

0


 d ⋅ sin(µ ⋅ a) 

= f(s)= 
 d ⋅ cos(µ ⋅ a) 


1



with µ as an intrinsic calibration parameter for the
field of view of the scanner.

p ~ PCi X

R T
M CD =  CDT
 03

TD ( t j )
1 

For the extrinsic calibration of our sensor device
we choose the capture geometry for concentric
mosaics. Mounted on a rotating camera crane the
motion trajectory is restricted to a circle. We
assume the center of rotation being identical with
the origin of the world coordinate system and the
rotation plane being the xy-plane. In this case the
motion of the acquisition device represented by
the translation TD(t) and rotation RD(t) has 5 degrees of freedom which are included in the calibration process. These parameters are the radius r of
the camera path and the rotation speed ω of the
camera crane as well as 3 parameters describing a
local rotation. The relative position TCD and rotation RCD of the camera to the laser scanner give
another 6 degrees of freedom. The whole mapping
can be noted as follows:

− RD ( ti )T TD ( ti )

1


Without loss of generality, we assume the position
and rotation of the laser scanner being identical
with the acquisition device. Then the laser scanner
we use can be described as follows. A data tuple s
=(a, d) with a being the sample’s index within one
scan and the measured depth d is mapped to a
world point X =[X, Y, Z, 1]T as follows:
X = PSj f ( s )
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pij ~ K [ I 3x3 |03 ] M CD M D ( ti )M D − ( t j ) f ( s )
6DOF

and 640 images covering a rotation angle of the
camera crane of about 90 degrees. 20 points in the
depth data were chosen and about 10 correspondences in different images were established for
each of these points manually. The algorithm
converged after 500 iterations using the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The final RMS projection
error is 0.94 pixel. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of the projection error as difference between the
projected scene point and manually determined
correspondences in image coordinates. The RMS
of the corresponding geometric error which was
not minimized is 6.2 cm.
Figure 5 shows one original image captured with
our video camera. The raw data captured with the
laser scanner is also shown where the horizontal
axis denotes the acquisition time and the vertical
axis denotes the sample index corresponding to s.
Bright regions are near to the scanner.
Figure 4 shows a warped view onto the point
cloud captured with the laser scanner after calibration. Note the white areas where no depth values
could be measured because the laser was blocked
from obstacles in the scene. In the lower part of
the figure the axes of the global coordinate system
are shown along with some frustums of the camera
and laser scanner respectively.
Figure 6 shows an orthographically projected view
of the calibrated point cloud from directly above.
A comparison of the flatness of the wall with the
shown reference line proves that the model fits the
real world quite well.
A triangulation was performed on the geometry
data and warped to the captured images. Figure 7
shows the result. For white areas no depth value
could be obtained. Two novel views from extreme
viewpoints generated by texture mapping and
warping are shown in Figure 8.
Finally, Figure 9 shows an image predicted from
two views captured about 12 cm to the left and
right, respectively, covering a range of 61 captured
frames. This shows how the proposed acquisition
and calibration method is to be used for compression of image based scene representations. Similar
to [14] disparity compensated prediction based on
the reconstructed geometry will be used to improve the compression of concentric mosaics.
Note that almost no ghosting is visible although
both views used for interpolation are weighted
equally.

(1)

5DOF

The objective of our joint calibration algorithm is
to minimize the Euclidean distance between a
scene point measured by the laser range finder Xj
and mapped to image coordinates pij in image i and
the corresponding observation p ij . Rather than
minimizing a geometric error this relates best to an
application in image-based rendering as ghosting
artifacts are minimized whenever views are interpolated, even if the geometry is not accurate.
Given the acquisition times ti and tj for the images
and range scans together with correspondences sj
and p ij between range samples and multiple positions in image coordinates, the objective function
to minimize becomes:

∑∑
i

pij − p ij

2

(2)

j

In our case, and whenever the motion is uniform
MD(ti) and MD-(tj) can be combined into one
matrix MD (∆t) = MD (ti - tj) describing the change
in position and orientation during the time period
∆t. This does not decrease the number of parameters to calibrate but may help to find a closed
solution for initialization of the global optimization in future work. [4] could be used to determine
MCD beforehand in order to reduce the degrees of
freedom for optimization. But, though K is assumed to be known, factorization of (1) is still
difficult. Therefore we choose to initialize a global
nonlinear optimization by rough measurements of
the calibration parameters in the real world rather
than solving a linear calibration.
(2) is optimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [1]. A simple outlier removal strategy is
implemented by deactivating 20% of the worst
point correspondences and rerunning the algorithm.

7

Results

To evaluate the performance of the joint extrinsic
calibration procedure we captured about 800
Mbytes of raw data containing 3200 laser scans
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Figure 4: View onto the calibrated point cloud
with example capture geometry.

Figure 3: Distribution of the projection error after
calibration for 20 scene points with approximately
10 correspondences in different images each.

Figure 5: Examples of the acquired data. Left: One of the 640 captured images of the scene. Right: The
captured depth panorama. Note the slant of the objects in the right image due to the local rotation of the
laser scanner.
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Figure 6: Calibrated point cloud viewed directly from above. Note the flatness of the wall for the whole
capture range.

Figure 7: Triangulated geometry warped into a captured image (Part of Figure 5 - left). Darker areas are
nearer to the camera.

Figure 8: Two novel views onto the scene at extreme viewpoints. Jagged edges are due to the low resolution of the range data compared to the spatial resolution of the captured images.
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Figure 9: Detail of a view predicted from two captured views far apart. Left: View interpolated using the
acquired geometry. Right: Original image part.

localized and interpolated very accurately in
both the range and intensity data. This would
allow for sub pixel accuracy also.

8 Lessons learned
Using a consumer DV camera inserts an unforeseen problem to the calibration process.
Though the image quality is very good these
cameras do not provide proper time stamping.
Acquisition time capture has to be performed
with a certain variable delay which then leads
to a time shift finally showing up in the global
extrinsic calibration as shift of the motion
trajectories of the camera and the scanner. In
this work we assume this delay to be compensated for perfectly by measuring it beforehand.
The spatial resolution of the laser scanner is
approximately a twentieth of the resolution of
the captured images (See Figure 10). Especially
during the selection of corresponding points
this leads to mismatches. This is the main
reason for having that many outliers. The second reason for choosing to omit as much as
20% of the selected correspondences are vibrations due to the gear and the rotating mirror of
the scanner. A third reason is that the laser
beam expands extremely when shooting far into
the scene. At edges this produces a heavy growing of near objects especially with objects
having a reflective surface. To solve this crucial
problem a 3D calibration pattern which allows
for an accurate selection of scene points would
be very useful. This pattern could consist of
shots mounted on some device with several
branches. The centers of the shots could be

Figure 10: Left: Sparse depth samples warped
to an image. Right: Interpolated depth image.
The resolution of the laser scanner is about a
twentieth of the resolution of the captured
images. Reliable selection of matches is difficult.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we present an acquisition device
consisting of a low cost laser range finder and a
standard consumer DV camera for image-based
rendering. The proposed joint extrinsic calibration method takes acquired range and intensity
data and uses scene points visible in only one
laser scan but in many images to determine the
relative position of the sensors as well as parameters of the motion and orientation of the
devices. The algorithm is designed to support
any trajectory. Results are shown for the acqui666

sition of concentric mosaics which prove the
validity of the model. A RMSE of 0.95 pixel is
achieved for the projection of a scene point into
many images.
The device and the acquired data will be used
for compression and rendering purposes in an
image-based rendering system. Future work
will also include a linear model for initialization of the global optimization procedure, range
data fusion with geometry retrieved from the
intensity data, and self calibration using reflectance data and feature extraction as well as
super resolution of the depth data.
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